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EDITORIAL
When Archimedes first articulated that the shortest distance

COVID-19. Still, we are satisfied that we were able to release

between two points is always a straight line, I imagined that

two issues, and are also proud to introduce the first edition

my timespan for sciences shall be similar. Little did I know

of our very own “Insperia” which is a small dessert served

that it would not

HUMAN CLONING
PG:01-12

alongside our enticing magazine.

be as assumed
by Archimedes.

I want to address something that I have experienced myself,

Still, I managed

while talking to juniors regarding the magazine. It is the

to proceed

perception that only science students are applicable to write for

through and here

Wavelength. It is nota at all that way. “Wavelength” is open to all

I am, almost, at

who wish to write and is not at all limited to science students. I

the finish line.

would love to see an improvement in that area in the future.

Looking back at
my journey, it is

I would like to thank the maestro behind this magazine our

now I realize that

teacher-in-charge Mr Samir Dhingra who always kept his faith in

every curve along

me and respected my opinions. Also my fellow board members,

the way had its

I will always be in-debt to you. I know I pushed you beyond your

meaning. Some provided me with the benefits of my hard work,

limits sometimes, and expected too much, but I will always be

some taught me responsibilities, some gave me hardships and

grateful to you for believing in me till the very end. Everything we

some just made me realise to have fun in what you are doing.

have accomplished till now would not be possible without you.

Out of all the curves, the last one meant to me the most. It
reminded me that whatever work we shall do must be done
with our will and joy. A person’s interest and hard work will
always go hand in hand. When a work is done with full passion
and joy, efforts placed will be 100%. Otherwise, it will be
prepared only for the sake of competition. No learning shall be
acquired and it wont benefit us. Interestingly, every year I hear
from my juniors that I won’t be able to do this or that because

the cycle going.
To break the streak I won’t end with a quote but with the hope of
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mistake is not the real deal, the takeaway from our mistake is.

chief didn’t go according to the plan due to the unpleasant

POTENTIAL USE OF HUMAN CLONING
IN FUTURE

having made a difference.

there shouldn’t be any fear of making a mistake. Fabricating a

an inspiration for many others. My tenure as the Editor-in-

THERAPEUTIC CLONING

CURRENT LAWS FOR
HUMAN CLONING

help the ones they precede, as the upcoming batches shall keep

the actual result. I would urge, especially to my juniors, that

process of nurturing is starting early and would also be

PROS AND CONS

REPRODUCTIVE CLONING

magazine that they will continue to raise the standards and will

these comments are made based on presumption and not on

grade 9th on board. This is a big feat as it means that the

ATTEMPTS AT HUMAN CLONING
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I have full faith in the upcoming batch who will take over this

i am not good at it. The uncanny thing I find about this is that

I was elated to see that this year we had two students from
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Ishaan Kapoor
(Editor-In-Chief)
ishaankapoor2506@gmail.com

GALLOPING GERTIE - A CASE STUDY

THE BLACK BOX

Cover Story

Human Cloning
What is Human Cloning?
“It is extremely hopeful that some human cell lines can
be grown on a medium of precisely known chemical
composition. Perhaps the first step will be the
production of a clone from a single fertilised egg, as
in Brave
New World...

the mechanisms are not well understood. Although
Can a human be therapeutically cloned? The correct
answer is, in fact, no. What is included in the genes,
not the individual; we can combine genotype (genotype
is a complete set of genetic material.), not a
phenotype (A phenotype is the physical features of a
person, such as height, eye colour, and blood type.).

On the general principle that men will make all possible The barriers to technology are too great for the
integration of the individual.
mistakes before choosing the right path, we shall
The embracing of human embryos occurred in about
no doubt clone the wrong people [like Hitler]...
seven years. But as far as I know, at that time no one
Assuming that cloning is possible, I expect that most
had ever created an artificial child or tried to do it. And
clones would be made from people aged at least fifty,
what I find most surprising is that no one has
except for athletes and dancers, who would be cloned
announced that they intend to do so.
younger. They would be made from people who
For about seven years, the scientific community has
were held to have excelled in a socially acceptable
strongly suggested that human embryos could be
accomplishment.”
-John Burdon Sanderson Haldane (Father of Human
Cloning)

formed. And we know for two years that artificial
monkey embryos can produce embedded baby
monkeys.

JB Haldane was the first to think about the basis for
human genetics, as well as the artificial reproduction of So why didn’t anyone announce the effort to make
computer kids? Laws have not changed much over the
higher beings. He introduced the word “clone” and
past two decades: Some countries forbade the
“cloning” in his talk “Biological Possibilities for the
integration of human reproduction, but especially
Human Species of the Next Ten-Ten Thousand Years” at
before the
the 1963 Ciba Foundation Symposium on Man
declaration efforts made in the early 2000s. However,
and his Future.
most countries have never banned it.
But what exactly is human cloning? Does it simply
Genetic and epigenetic effects are involved in colonic
produce people with the same DNA? Human Cloning
failure. DNA methylation, genomic printing, genetic
refers to the creation of precision, the production of
reconstruction, chromatin formation, X-chromosome
human cells and tissues to achieve a copy that
inactivation and telomere length have all been shown
resembles human genetics.
to influence cloning.
Individual mating occurs naturally in the case of
Interpreting evidence from rare clones (both phenotypic,
identical twins when two embryos grow up in one
genetic and epigenetic data) is not accurate.
fertilized
Some say that abnormalities indicate problems that
egg. The twins are named alike, precisely because they
appear to be related to natural reproduction (only at a
are genetically similar.
higher level); others say the problems are unique and
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scientists should not recommend human genetic
makeup, it is important to address concrete safety
issues

projects which, sadly, reflect a misunderstanding of
science and the people
involved.

For example, &quot;Multiplicity&quot; shows human
as they affect non-reproductive (therapeutic) formation. replicas and not clones.
There are on-going claims of efforts to reunite humans
through nuclear transfer, although there are major

When an adult is cloned, an embryo (with the same
genetic code as the adult) is

challenges to the development of other mammals. It
has been found that the epigenetic and the genetic

created, not another adult. This embryo needs to go
through many years of

mechanisms are involved in clone failure, but we still do development in an environment that is drastically
not know exactly how. Human reproductive
different from that in which the
integration is wrong, but the production of embryonic
stem cells can offer many potential benefits.

original adult developed.

WHY CLONE?

It is important to remember that both our environment
and our genes

People mainly respond to the prospect of human
cloning in two ways. Either they
are squeamish about the idea or they find something
alluring about it.
This fascination is captured in many films, which
include –

substantially influence who we are. Since the
environment that the clone will
develop in will be different than the one in which the
adult developed, it will turn
out to be a different individual altogether.
So, why clone?

Cloning may be used to mass-produce organisms with
• “The Boys from Brazil” (which portrays an attempt to desired qualities like
clone Adolf Hitler)
prize-winning plants and animals or genetically
• “Blade Runner” (wondering whether a clone would be modified organisms. For
more like a person or a machine)
example, sheep have been genetically engineered to
• “Multiplicity” (which presents a man’s attempt to
produce human insulin.
have sufficient time for his family, job, and other
If we had to rely on only sexual reproduction to masspursuits by producing several adult replicas of
produce these animals, we
himself ).

would run the risk of ‘breeding out’ the desired traits
as this kind of

Popular discussions revolve around the wonderful
prospects of producing

reproduction reshuffles the ‘genetic deck of cards.’

several Mother Teresas, Michael Jacksons, or other
notable figures.
The reason for them finding it alluring are the creative
media media-driven

Cloning may also be used to replace lost or deceased
family pets (by their clone)
and repopulate endangered and even extinct species.

Cover Story

Pros
A possible solution to the Problem of Infertility
Cloning could be an attractive option for infertile couples who want to have a nuclear DNA relationship with their child. The child produced by
cloning would have nuclear DNA relationship with both the parents. However, we must keep in mind that there is a section of fertility doctors
who feel that at present, the techniques we possess to help infertile couples are as good as cloning would be if it were to be in practice.

Elimination of defective genes
Human cloning would help doctors eliminate defective or mutated genes thereby saving the embryo from any inherited genetic defects which
could lead to the child produced by cloning, having a longer life span than the child produced by the natural method. It would also stop the passage of defective genes to future generations.

Cons
Low success rate
''The ones that survive are the exceptions, not the rule .''
-Dr. Ryuzo Yanagimachi, a mouse cloning expert at the University of Hawaii
It is important to note that it took the scientists who cloned Dolly 277 tries before they were able to get it right.
Scientists keep working on methods to improve the efficiency of the process because cloning is potentially highly useful.
SCNT efficiency can be improved significantly by “Unsilencing genes”
(A rather interesting concept. We recommend reading the article by Harvard Medical School on the same.

Genetic modification to acquire desired traits

Ethical and Social concerns

Human cloning could help parents decide the desired alleles of their offspring. There is an interesting debate centred around this. While some
people think that this would help humankind, others believe that this could widen the gap between the rich and the poor. The second group feels
that wealthy parents would use it to improve their offspring's genetic endowment, thus providing their children with an unfair genetic advantage
over the others.

People tend to feel that reproduction is in God’s hands and that humans should not interfere in the way nature works. Parents are emotionally attached to their children. Thus they would not want them to be produced in laboratories by scientists (although that time is still possibly
decades away). This could also lead to a severe imbalance in the sex ratio, with some societies only desiring male offspring. It is also possible
that if human cloning becomes possible, the community will discriminate against “imperfect humans” and accept only those who are genetically “perfect”.

Faster recovery from critical injuries
Cloning can reduce the time taken by a human body to heal itself after a critical injury. In such a case, the scientist can scrape off some skin
cells of the patient from his arm, remove the genetic material from them, and inject this genetic material into a donated human egg cell, the
chromosomes of which have already been removed. These altered eggs will yield stem cells which can be used to treat the patient. Since they
are a perfect genetic match for the patient, these cells can be transplanted without causing his immune system to reject them. Using the process of cloning to supplement the body's self-healing ability, the time taken for recovery can be reduced by half.

Creation of needed organs for transplant

This would give society a chance to act on its social prejudices by not letting the embryos with undesirable/imperfect gene sets exist.

Devalues life
People are not comfortable with the prospect of men producing other men in laboratories. It would make these clones commodities rather
than humans. We also need to keep in mind that for therapeutic cloning, when an early human embryo (clone) reaches the blastocyte stage, the
embryo has to be destroyed to extract the stem cells from it. If planted in the uterus of a female, this is the same embryo that could give rise to
an individual like you and me.

Therapeutic cloning can help in the creation of whole organs needed for transplant. This would reduce dependency on donated organs. As these
organs are a clone and contain the patient's genetic material, the probability of the patient’s body rejecting the organ is also reduced.

It is felt that cloning devalues life by making it disposable. Suppose the sole purpose of creating an embryo (which would form an entire human) is its destruction (for the benefit of a patient who only needs a new organ). In that case, we are leaving humanity behind in our thirst for
advancement.

Possible de-extinction

Human cloning would be very expensive

Between 30 and 159 species disappear each day. More than 300 types of mammals, reptiles, amphibians and birds have disappeared since
1500. Cloning is an often suggested method of restoring animals that have already been extinct. Researchers tried doing so in 2007, and a common goat (genetically similar to the Pyrenean ibex) gave birth to a Pyrenean ibex (which is an extinct species). Unfortunately, the infant lived for
7 minutes only, because of genetic problems with its lungs.

Human egg cells are required, both for reproductive and therapeutic cloning. The cost of obtaining these cells from the donor is very high, and
the subsequent procedure adds to the price.
The cost of even cloning your dog today (yes, it is possible!) is $50,000 (36,55,192.50 Rupees as of 6th January 2021).
Words beneath the picture- black labrador Billy Bean, right, and his clone Gunni, left
Monni Must, a Michigan portrait photographer had paid to clone Billy Bean, a black Labrador retriever that had belonged to her oldest daughter,
Miya.
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THERAPEUTIC CLONING
• In therapeutic cloning, a cloned embryo is created for producing embryonic stem cells with the same
DNA as the patient. These cells can be used in experiments for understanding diseases and developing
new treatments for them.

Cover Story

Glass needle helps in the process of removal of the nucleus within the egg.
When looked closely at the tip of the needle, we can make out the genetic material being drawn out.
What we have now is the enucleated egg-containing protein, RNA molecules,
and other essential factors that would help establish embryonic stem cells.
Next, the nucleus from the patient’s somatic cell is removed, and the rest of
the cell is discarded. This nucleus has to be inserted into the enucleated egg
cell.

• For therapeutic cloning,
carried out using SCNT
(Somatic Cell Nuclear
Transfer), scientists need a
somatic cell from the patient
who has to be treated and a
donated unfertilized egg cell.

nucleus (at arrow) from a donor cell is injected inside the enucleated egg cell
. To perform this, the tip of the glass needle is softened by the zona pellucida
and far into the enucleated egg cell, where the patient’s nucleus is deposited.
This (unfertilized) egg cell has to be activated using a chemical or electrical
treatment that stimulates cellular division. After successive mitotic divisions,
an embryo is formed.

• First, the nucleus from a
donor’s unfertilized egg cell is
removed.

• This egg cell is just 100 micrometres (0.1 mm) in diameter. We monitor this fine surgical extraction
using a microscope. The egg cell is held steady with a suction pipette while a glass needle is used to
remove its nucleus.

• The glass needle is gently pushed through the zona pellucida, which is the tough shell that surrounds
the egg cell. Zona pellucida protects the egg as it travels down the fallopian tube on its way to the
female uterus and regulates fertilization to ensure that only a single sperm enters the egg..
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When these cells start dividing, stem cells can be extracted. The most abundant
source of embryonic stem cells in the tissue formed during the first five days after
the egg has begun to divide. This stage of development is called a blastocyte. At
this stage, stem cells are harvested from cloned embryos, destroying the embryo
while it is still in the test tube.
These cells (stem cells) can be induced to differentiate into different cells (heart,
nerve, muscle, skin etc.) and transplanted into the patient’s body to replace damaged cells.

a single human embryonic stem cell colony is shown in the centre that is
stained for highlighting both the individual cells within the colony as well as
the surrounding feeder cells. Approximately 50 to 80 individual cells are present inside this small embryonic stem cell, each measuring about 10 micrometres (0.000010 meters) wide

REPRODUCTIVE CLONING

Cover Story

To put it in a nutshell when an entire multicellular organism is duplicated or cloned to form an exact copy of itself it is called reproductive cloning. The beauty of this scientific accomplishment lies
in its procedure which will be explained in this column. Before we leap into the procedure, we must understand that reproductive cloning can be attained only through asexual reproduction. A large
percentage of multicellular organisms perform sexual reproduction involving two types of gametes which hybridizes and won’t be a clone of either parent.

PROCEDURE:
•
•

Now, this process starts with an embryo being developed without fertilizing the egg which is called parthenogenesis or virgin birth. This can also occur in species (reptiles and insects mostly)
where the female lays eggs. It helps in determining sexes as a fertilized egg would be diploid which will develop into a female while an unfertilized one will be haploid which will be male.
Further, the cloned embryo shall be implanted into a real or an artificial uterus which develops into a foetus.

For more than 40 years reproductive cloning experiments were performed through embryo splitting, where a single two-celled embryo in its early stages is divided into two individual cells. These
individual cells later grow to be identical to each other. The birth of Dolly which was cloned generated a considerable buzz. It was a massive success and a massive leap in cloning. Appealingly
Dolly was given birth through another procedure called somatic cell nuclear transferase a.k.a. SCNT. It was because during the 1990s cloning techniques were refined frequently and underwent
through significant changes.

SOMATIC CELL NUCLEAR TRANSFERASE (SCNT):
SCNT is performed by removing an entire nucleus from an organism’s somatic cell and then inserting it into an egg which is enucleated (without a nucleus) itself. When the nucleus is inside the
egg, it starts to stimulate through a mild electric current and division takes over. Therefore, a cloned embryo which later develops into a cloned organism is created. But, this process itself has been
refined many times and numerous methods have been evolved for precaution to somatic cell nuclear insertion and eggs during nuclear extraction. An example of a precautionary measure taken is
polarized lights are used to visualize the nucleus of an eggs cell which facilitates enucleation from the egg. These measures ensure a healthy egg and also enhances the success rate of SCNT.

EFFECTS OF USING SCNT:
Applying SCNT for reproductive cloning arrives with high risks since the cloned foetuses from embryos hardly survive the period of gestation which results in birth defects.
Examples:
•
•

Dolly’s clone required 277 attempts Sir Ian Wilmut and his team of biologists. He was a British biologist who was on 7th July 1944 in Warwickshire. The first time when SCNT was performed to
produce a clone was by him.
Similarly, macaque monkey clone also required 100 cloned embryos which were implanted inside female macaque monkeys. None of them could deliver a healthy birth.

More importantly, Stemagen which is a stem cell research company based in California announced in January 2008 that through SCNT they managed to clone five human embryos. The embryos
also managed to reach a stage where implantation inside a womb was possible. Later, the scientists pulled out by destroying the embryos as they were more in the interest of performing molecular
analysis.
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CURRENT LAWS OR LEGALITIES FOR HUMAN CLONING
As we have already skimmed through the pros and cons of human cloning, we should also keep in mind that this procedure is costly and comes with great peril of human life. Therefore, the U.N. (United Nations) have
stated laws for this in many countries where the practice might be legal, partially legal or completely illegal. Human cloning is believed to be unethical as it is considered universally condemned due to its psychological,
social, and physiological risks. For example, cloned embryo intended for implantation inside a womb will require through molecular testing to check whether it is healthy for the cloning process to complete or not. The
2007 results had demonstrated 100 failed results to generate a cloned primates (macaque) showing that a viable pregnancy is not guaranteed. Also, the risks associated with reproductive cloning in humans introduce a
very high likelihood of losing life, making us consider it unethical. According to popular business magazine Forbes, they have estimated that cloning in humans can cost up to 2 million USD as creating a cloned embryo
will require human egg cells which aren't cheap when bought in quantity. (For more information on its costing, please refer to https://www.forbes.com/2001/11/26/1126cloning.html?sh=16c7d34b108d-)
As of 2018, 70 countries have banned human cloning. We will look on to the laws declared by UNITED NATIONS, the U.S.A and INDIA:

UNITED NATIONS:
The U.N. declaration on human cloning was a non-binding statement adopted on the 8th of March in 2005 stating that it should be banned in all forms including cloning for medical treatment, as it was incompatible with
human dignity for the protection of human life. It was a 191-nation assembly, where 84 votes favoured a non-binding statement, 34 against and 37 abstentions.
They declared the following:
(a) Member States are called upon to adopt all measures necessary to protect adequately human life in the application of life sciences;
(b) Member States are called upon to prohibit all forms of human cloning since they are incompatible with human dignity and the protection of human life;
(c) Member States are further called upon to adopt the measures necessary to prohibit the application of genetic engineering techniques that may be contrary to human dignity;
(d) Member states are called upon to take measures to prevent the exploitation of women in the application of life sciences;
(e) Member States are also called upon to adopt and implement without delay national legislation to bring in to effect paragraphs (a) to (d)
(f) Member States are further called upon, in their financing of medical research including of life sciences, to take into account the pressing global issues such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria, which affects in
particular the developing countries.

U.S.A. (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA):
There are no federal laws for human cloning in the United States, except for laws and policies restricting the federal government's funding for human cloning research. However, many states have passed laws on human
cloning:
Seven states- (Arizona, Arkansas, Michigan, Oklahoma, North Dakota, South Dakota and Virginia) prohibit cloning to produce children and any bio-medical research.
Ten states (California, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Montana, New Jersey and Rhode Island) prohibit cloning to produce children while permitting biomedical research. This meth
od is also known as "clone and kill laws" that prevent cloned embryo implantation for childbirth but allows embryos to be destroyed.
Alabama and Alaska- These two states have currently no laws for prohibiting human cloning, whether to produce children or for biomedical research.
Other states have laws that indirectly address human cloning by providing or prohibiting government funds for cloning research.

INDIA:

In India there are no specific laws made but still prohibits reproduction of humans through cloning. Though it does allow therapeutic cloning of embryonic stem cells for research purposes. As these researches can help
find cure for many diseases and can also be very helpful in the future.
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					ATTEMPTS AT HUMAN CLONING
5 July 1996 was the day that marked the birth of the first mammal to be

Story

POTENTIAL USES OF HUMAN CLONING IN
FUTUTRE

On Dec. 27, 2002, they announced that Eve, the first cloned baby, had been born

cloned from an adult cell-Dolly the sheep. Soon after the news of her birth
came into the public, the conversation shifted from the cloned sheep to
cloned humans. People feared the creation of cloned warrior slaves and
some were repulsed by the idea of “cloned designer babies”.
In the first years after the announcement regarding Dolly, various
individuals and groups proclaimed that they would clone a human.
Richard Seed (American physicist and entrepreneur) forced an international
debate in the late 1990s by announcing that he would clone a human being.
However, he seemed to have done nothing.
The first hybrid-human clone (it was created using SCNT ) was created in
1998 in November by Advanced Cell Technology. For cloning, a nucleus
was taken from a man’s leg cell and inserted into a cow’s egg, the nucleus

Providing all the information till now, it must be

all up, cloning has a vast potential in future. It can

clear for most of the readers on what cloning is, its

be used to cure disorders, generate new cells and

procedure and its types. Till now the only realistic

preserve endangered species. It is still very modern

and concrete proof we have for cloning is Dolly the

for scientists to experiment more on cloning and

sheep. Most of the other experiments didn’t last

is still being studied. With progress in time, even

long or failed while attempting. Though cloning

our technology shall advance alongside to help us

in reproducing aspect was not a big success,

understand more about cloning.

therapeutically it did help to understand diseases

removed. The hybrid cell was cultured and developed into an embryo
which was destroyed after 12 days.

on the previous day. By 2004, Clonaid claimed that they had successfully created

Obstetriciangynaecologists Severino
Antinori and Panayiotis
Zavos,

14 live human clones. A majority disbelieves the claims that Clonaid did not
allow independent testing of the babies. They
said that it was to protect the

announced in 2001 that
they had plans to create
the first human clone
“within a year”. Both said
they had successfully
started human clonal
pregnancies. But as of
May 2020, both Antinori
and Zavos have failed to

efficient than reproducing one. But, this does not
mean that cloning is not possible in the reproduction

We hope that the above information provided was

In March 2004, the South Korean scientistHwang Woo Suk and his colleagues

area. Scientists have stated that reproductive

helpful in understanding this topic. I believe that

reported that they had been successful in
cloning human embryos and had

cloning in future can have more aspects. It is

the progress for this topic will continue to grow

derived human embryonic stem cell lines from
two of them. The following year

said that SCNT in future will be a major aspect as

and one day we shall benefit from it.

they reported that they had created 11 human
embryonic cell lines from 185

it can be used to produce transgenic mice, can

fraudulent’.
Although all claims were not entirely false.

mammalian embryo.

and find a new cure for them. Also, it was more

privacy of the babies and their families.

eggs. However, by 2005 December, Hwang’s
work was shown to be ‘entirely

lend credence to
their claim of being
successful in cloning a
viable

Shortly after Dolly’s birth, American biologist -

In the words of Professor Robert Winston, emeritus professor of fertility

Shoukhrat Mitalipov and his

studies at Imperial College London-: “I do not know of any credible

team at Oregon State Health University started their work on cloning. They used

evidence that suggests Dr Zavos can clone a human being. This seems to be

more than 15,000 monkey eggs in their effort to make cloned non-human primate

yet another one of his claims to get repeated publicity.”

embryos. In 2007, they reported that they had successfully made embryonic stem

Possibly the most fascinating attempt was made by a religious cult called the

cell lines from monkeys. However, they were unable to bring baby monkeys to

Raëlians. They had announced that a religious command from aliens told them to

life from the cloned embryos.

proceed in their efforts to clone humans. In 1997, approximately three months

It took the group another six years to successfully clone human embryos from

after Dolly’s birth, they created Clonaid, an organization dedicated to the cause.

human embryonic cells and make two human embryonic stem cell lines from the

Brigitte Boisselier, a biochemist, led Clonaid.

cloned embryos. The next year they reported that they had done the same with
cells from adult humans as well.
Cloning human embryos has been possible for nearly eight years now.
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assist in re-establishing the endangered species
and also help in the production of transgenic
livestock. Another important factor of cloning is
that it could help us in generating a completely
new bone marrow, organs and skin cells. It can
also help us to study more on the development of
mitochondrial genes, the genetic imprinting and
the consequences when genome ages. To sum it

Contributions by:
Yousef Bhutia
Raman Ghotra
Meet Bani Kaur
Manvi Makkar

LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
The most powerful place on earth is tucked away inside
a network of underground tunnels that belong to the
world’s largest particle accelerator and it’s called the
Large Hadron Collider. It is located in Geneva, Switzerland and operated by CERN, the European Organization
for Nuclear Research. The LHC consists of a 27 kilometre ring of superconducting magnets with a variety
of accelerating structures to spice up the energy of the
particles along the way.

ates our universe, without which no one can exist. This
field is named the Higgs field.

The Higgs Boson theory given by François Englert and
Peter Higgs states that there is a hypothetical, ubiquitous quantum field that is supposed to be responsible
for giving particles their masses; this field is called the
Higgs field. All quantum fields have a fundamental particle associated with them like gravity is associated with
gravitons (though not proved yet). So the particle for the
But before we talk about the LHC, we have to first under- Higgs field is the particle Higgs Boson. It is also named
stand what particle colliders are. An accelerator is a ma- the god particle. Leon Lederman in his book wanted to
chine that uses electromagnetic fields to propel charged name it the “The Goddamn particle” because the difparticles to very high speeds and energies and to contain ficulty they faced to
them in well-defined beams. There are two basic sorts
find this particle. The
of particle accelerators: linear accelerators and circular
publishers wanted to
accelerators. Linear accelerators propel particles along a change its name and
linear, or straight, beam line. Circular accelerators prohence changed it to
pel particles around a circular track. Linear accelerators ‘The God Particle’. So
are used for fixed-target experiments, whereas circular
what exactly is the
accelerators are often used for both colliding beam and
Higgs field? And how
glued target experiments.
does it provide mass to
elementary particles?
The LHC was built as many scientists believed that it will
help solve some of the fundamental open enigmas in
The energy field interphysics, which concern the primary laws governing the
acts with the subatomic
interactions and forces among the elementary objects,
particles and gives
the profound structure of space and time, and particuthem their masses.
larly the interrelation among quantum mechanics and
Very massive particles
general relativity.
would interact a lot in
the field while massless
particles wouldn’t interact at all.
LHC works by firstly getting atoms stripped off their
electrons and what is left is a proton (they use hydrogen Let us take an example
atom, therefore the only proton has left) . The usual way to understand what
is by using electric fields to accelerate and magnetic
we are talking about.
fields to bend and control the particles. To bend a partiImagine an infinite
cle in the accelerator, you have to put a charged particle field of snow extending
in an electrical field with some electric potential, which
throughout, going in all
will move it from one side to the other. We just use this
directions. Now imagbasic principle to give a particle a small kick or push, and ine that you’re trying to
if you do this repeatedly, it gains more and more energy cross this field of snow;
and slowly reaches 99.99 per cent of the speed of light. let’s say you’re a skier
Well, with this you now have the basic idea of how the
and you skim across
LHC functions. Now let’s talk about the Big discovery by the top of the snow.
CERN A.K.A “The Higgs Boson’’.
Now that’s like a particle that does not interact with the

Higgs field, it doesn’t sink into the snow,, it goes very fast
that’s like a particle with no mass travelling at the speed
of light. Now let us say maybe you’ve only got snowshoes - in that case you sink into the Higgs snowfield.
If you were a fish, do you think you would have known
You’ve got less speed than the skier, less than the speed
about the world you live in, that it is contained in a substance called water? Well, the answer is no, because you of light that’s like a particle with mass because you are
connecting interacting with that heaps of the field.
have never been out of the ocean.

HIGGS BOSON

Now for the last case let’s say you’ve just got boots
So as a fish you wouldn’t know that the world you’re living in is a kind of liquid that permeates your entire world. on then you sink deep into the snow.you go very very
We as humans are in a similar situation in comparison to slowly and that’s like a particle with a big mass. So think
the fish we are talking about. There is a field that perme- of Higgs field as being like this Universal field of snow.
Now, where is the Higgs boson in this analogy? Well,
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snow is made out of snowflakes in the same way universal Higgs snowfield is made up of little packets of energy called quanta. These quanta are like snowflakes and
that’s what we call the Higgs Boson. So the Higgs Boson
has this job of giving masses to all the other elementary.
The Higgs Boson is very difficult to be detected as they
are more massive in size than the other particles, so they
don’t last for too long. It takes a high amount of energy
to make a Higgs Boson.

energy that the gauge Boson lost by slowing down, so
the energy is conserved.
Till now you might have been fascinated by the LHC but
what if I tell you that this very particle accelerator can
create black holes. Wouldn’t you still be amazed?

According to scientists, it is true that the LHC has the
capacity to create microscopic black holes. But to date,
Many people say if mass can neither be created nor be
it has not created one. Now to create even a microscopic
destroyed, how can Higgs Boson give mass to objects?
black hole, the scientists at CERN would have to steer
The Higgs Boson theory works on the principle of the law beams of protons into each other to create high-energy
of conservation of energy, which states “ Energy can’t be collisions (up to 14 tera-electron volts). But for the record, no such collisions
have taken place.
If the LHC is running
and it begins producing collisions, physicists will be thrilled if
it creates a tiny black
hole. Now, why will they
be thrilled by creating
something that could
cause major destruction? They would be
thrilled because this
would be the first experimental evidence to
support an unproven
and controversial theory of everything called
string theory.

created nor can be destroyed but can be transferred and
change form”. Firstly, the energy starts in Gauge Boson
that interacts with the Higgs field. In movement, the
energy is in the form of kinetic energy. After the interaction, the energy slows down. The slowing down reduces the amount of kinetic energy in the Gauge Boson.
However, energy is not destroyed. Instead, the energy is
converted into mass-energy, which is the energy stored
in mass. The mass created can become Higgs Boson.
The amount of mass created comes from the famous
equation E=mc², which means mass is equal to a large
amount of energy. As the amount of mass-energy created by the Higgs field is equal to the amount of kinetic

Many physicists today
doubt whether string
theory is true. But let us
assume for a moment
that it is true, what
would happen if a black
hole is born inside the
LHC? The answer is not
much will happen. Even
if the black hole formed
survives for more than
a fraction of a second (which it probably won’t according
to physicists), it would most likely hurl out into space.
Physicists explain that the black hole formed would only
have the mass of a hundred or so protons, and it would
be moving at almost the speed of light, so it would easily
have escape velocity. Now, this would happen because
the tiny black hole formed would be less than a thousandth the size of a proton and would have an exceedingly weak gravitational pull, it could easily zip through
solid rock without ever touching or sucking in any form
of matter. As this is so tiny, the atoms that make up solid
rock appear to be almost space: the large space between
the atoms’ nuclei and their orbiting electrons. So the

minute black hole formed could shoot down through the
centre of the Earth and out the other side without causing any damage just as easily as it could shoot up to
any nearby Swiss countryside. By one way or the other,
the black hole would end up out in the near-vacuum of
space, where the odds of it touching and sucking in any
matter so that it could grow into a menace would still be
smaller.
Aside from this, there are stronger reasons due to
which scientists believe the LHC poses no threat to
Earth. One of them is that a black hole created in the
LHC would almost certainly evaporate before it got
very far. Stephen Hawking predicted that black holes
radiate energy, a phenomenon known as Hawking
radiation. Due to this steady loss of this energy, black
holes eventually evaporate. The intensity of the Hawking radiation depends upon the size of the black hole.
So the smaller the black hole, the more intense the
Hawking radiation, and the quicker the black hole will
vanish. So a black hole a thousand times smaller than
a proton should disappear instantly.
Now the other reason that scientists are confident
that any black hole created by the LHC would pose
no threat is because of the presence of cosmic rays.
Thousands of times per day, high- energy cosmic
rays strike the earth’s atmosphere, colliding with
molecules in the air at least 20 times more energy
than the most powerful collisions that the LHC can
produce. So if the LHC could make earth- devouring
black holes, cosmic rays would have already done it a
billion times
We never know what the next clashes of protons may
unveil something about the majority of matter that
subsists but has yet to be seen - the entity known
as dark matter. Even with Higgs’s discovery in hand,
physicists cannot rest because the Standard Model
still has some holes. For one, it does not deal with
gravity, which is mostly covered by Einstein’s theories
of relativity. This model also does not explain why
the universe is made of matter and not antimatter,
which should have been created in approximately
equal measures at the beginning of time. Moreover, it
is wholly silent on dark matter and dark energy, which
had yet to be discovered when it was first created.
They may uncover data for the weird notion that
there are other dimensions or hordes of previously
undiscovered particles that form pairs with the ones
we apprehend. Any of this would open our eyes to a
new way of understanding the framework of everything we perceive and touch - how it is composed and
what ties it unitedly.

Aditya Singh Parmar, Arnav Bansal, Harsh Saxena

F1--THE UNEXPLORED SPORT
Whenever we talk about sports, the first names that come up to our mind are

an integral part of the F1 that there is also a points table for the constructors of all

accidents.

football, basketball and cricket among some others, but there are very few people

the teams. Well, we all know that this sport is about driving and the most important

If dry tyres are used on a wet track the tyres get no grip since they don’t have any

who talk or even know about the world of F1 (Formula 1). This sport has been

weapon for all the drivers is none other than their car tyres. But the tyres that are

treads and as the surface is wet, the car gets more acceleration and the tyres get

there since our Grand-Dads’ days but there hasn’t been any major topic or news

used for the F1 cars are no ordinary regular tyres that you see. They are much

overheated which again results in a loss of control for the driver and accidents

about it like the ones that we have for football or basketball, even cricket. It

bigger and have various types of rubber synthetics around them. To start with the

could occur.

doesn’t have a huge fan base among sports fans because it is a complicated sport

basics, there are two types of tyres in the F1 - the dry tyres and the wet tyres. The

Well, by now you must have learnt that the F1 is much more than a race and it has

and it may be the only sport where mechanics and science are applied side by side.

major difference between these two tyres is based on their tread. The dry tyre has a

so much to deal with. This may not be interesting to many sports fans and I get it

Commonly, people don’t watch or worship the sport the way they watch

slick tread that gives them more smoothness for a faster pace and is suitable for the

but once you go deep and learn about the mechanics and the system of the car, then

football

plain tracks, whereas the wet tyres have a groovy tread that breaks the surface

you will see the inner beauty of this sport. But as I talk to you about the importance

and cricket because it doesn’t give you the thrill or the excitement (until the last

tension of the water and displaces the water for a plain surface, so these are used in

of the cars and the tyres of the F1, by no means do I mean to say that the driver is

lap) like the other sports. But those who follow this sport and watch it every week

rainy climates. But the thing about wet tyres is that there are two types of wet tyres

therefore redundant. You can make a car that is one of the safest ever cars in F1

know that the F1 has so much to give you. The thrill and excitement of the last lap

- the intermediate wet tyre and the extreme wet tyre. The intermediate wet tyre has

history but as the old saying goes - no machine is perfect and the drivers are the

is like holding your heart in your mouth.

fewer treads and is used during changeable weather conditions while the extreme

real spirits who breathe life into these mean machines.

The F1 may look easy for the viewers but the hard work, the danger and the

tyres are used during heavy rain since it has more treads. Also, the treads in

People may think that the drivers usually have everything in hand as they get the

courage that is displayed on the track is only known to the drivers and their teams

extreme tyres can eliminate up to 60 litres of water per second whereas the treads

best cars, the best engineers, the best tracks but no one sees the hard work, the

of helpers. Well, to give you some basic knowledge about F1 - it takes place at the

in intermediate tyres can eliminate 35 litres of water per second due to which the

fitness regimes that these drivers follow to achieve the fitness levels required to

end of every week. Practice sessions start on Fridays, and on Saturday there is

extreme tyres are used in heavy rain.

drive the cars. These are no ordinary cars and to drive these speed beasts needs a

one

Now I know that many people may think that why not use only one type of tyre

lot of determination from both the mind and the heart. You can’t imagine the speed

last practice session before the qualifying round where the drivers get their

that is suitable for all conditions rather than so many complex types. Well, the

which these drivers take their cars up to, plus the extreme courage required to

positions for the race. On Sunday, the main race starts where drivers have to

thing is that till now there has been no technology or resources that can make a tyre

take the risk they put their lives to, that they take every week.

complete a distance of 305 km within a time limit. Also, the distance to be covered

suitable for all climates. People think that the drivers can use the wet tyres all the

F1 champions Lewis Hamilton and Michael Schumacher were not dependent on

is the same for all the tracks except the one in Monaco, Europe, where the distance

time so that there is no worry about the rainy conditions then it is not a smart move

their cars but it was their skill, training, hard work and courage that made them

is around 260.5 km since the race is held on the streets of the town rather than the

because these dry and wet tyres are made for particular weather conditions only.

world champions. People may think that the F1 is simply about driving a car but it

tracks. Also, the drivers are ranked based on a point system where the winner of

So for example, if you use a wet tyre on a dry track then what happens is that the

has much more to it than that. Once you hold that steering wheel you realize the

the race is given 25 points, the runner up gets 18 and it is followed by 15, 12, 10, 8,

treads of the tyre make the tyre warmer since these tyres are meant for heating

courage that the drivers have before every race. F1 is truly an unexplored sport and

6, 4, 2 and 1 that is awarded from third to tenth.

because the tyres are used on a wet track which makes the tyres cold. Due to this

it can’t be simply viewed on television or from the stands to be enjoyed. There is

Now a sport like F1 is not 100 per cent about the driver. Rather, it is equal work of

factor , the tyre is overheated and gets damaged. Once the tyres are damaged then

much more to it. Once when the cameras stop rolling and the broadcasting of the

both the driver and the constructors of the driving team. The constructors are such

the car gets out of control for the driver and this condition can cause some serious

races are done and dusted then the real performances begin.
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Younus Bhutia

GALLOPING GERTIE: A CASE STUDY
The Tacoma Narrows Bridge was a suspension Bridge in Washington, United States spanning the Tacoma Narrows Strait of Puget Sound between

Washington State’s Chief Engineer Clark Eldridge had presented a tried-and-tested conventional suspension bridge design with 25-foot

Tacoma and Kitsap Peninsula. Since when the deck construction began, it had begun to move vertically in windy conditions and the bridge con-

high trusses and stiffening girders. However, the $11 million proposal was rejected for its costly nature. When Eldridge’s original design was

struction workers nicknamed the bridge Galloping Gertie. It was to be the world’s third-largest suspension bridge, according to the main span,

modified and a new superstructure design was presented by Moseiff, one critical mistake was made - the design was much lighter and flex-

behind the Golden Gate Bridge and George Washington Bridge but unfortunately did not remain so for long.

ible, offering little resistance to twisting and bending. During construction, various attempts were made to reduce the bouncing - tie-down
cables anchoring the plate girders to 50-ton concrete blocks; the addition of inclined cables stays connecting the main cables to the middle
of the deck; and hydraulic buffers to dampen the main span’s longitudinal motion. The cables attached soon snapped and the dampening

The Tacoma Narrows collapsed over Puget Sound on November 7, 1940 -

effect of the hydraulic buffers were negligible. With

the same year it was built, and the collapse was captured on film for future

the bridge deck being weak in torsion and incapable

generations to see. The footage became a classic textbook example for

of dissipating sufficient energy, the disaster was im-

modern day high school physics, a topic better known as resonance1.

pending.

Despite what people might see, the reality is much more complex than the
classic textbook case of resonance.
Through my work, I realized that the Tacoma Narrows Bridge collapsed
primarily due to aerostatic flutter caused by whistle-stop winds with a frequency matching that of the structure. This aerostatic flutter was
self-exciting and unbounded; tending to infinity. It was a known figure that
any constant sustained wind above 35mph would continuously increase the
amplitude of flutter oscillation with a negative damping factor.
This chain of events made the structure susceptible to this catastrophic failure because of a simple ‘blind spot’. However, this failure also inspired

Were there any forces of nature that contributed to the collapse?

a combined research in aerodynamics-aeroelastics that influenced long-span suspension bridge designs for years to come.
From the above text and information, an important question can be raised If the effect of constant sustained wind speed was known to engineers, why wasn’t the design modified to cater to the complications and sustain
the disaster?
The answer to this question was given by David P. Billington, a renowned bridge historian. He commented that back then, suspension bridge
engineers had no recognition that wind created vertical movement at all.

Not many engineers and architects recognize this, but the strong winds in the Tacoma Narrows on 7 November, 1940 were related to a
remarkable low-pressure system better known as the Armistice Day Storm, one of the greatest storms to ever strike the Great Lakes Region.
I considered ways in which the disaster could have been avoided and my findings led me to understand the central flaws of the design.
The surface area of the bridge exposed to wind needed to be reduced and the structure needed to be made stronger and more sustainable.
I deduced that the collapse could have been avoided by better managing the resonance creating openings in the deck and supplements
for stabilization in the stiffening girder to reduce the aerostatic flutter. The stiffening trusses could have also been replaced with aerodynamic
fibreglass fairings, which would reduce the drag of structural openings by assisting airflow to exit smoothly.
To conclude, it was important for the engineers to construct deeper and heavier trusses, incorporate aerodynamics in their designs and
conduct wind-tunnel testing of their designs.
Suspension bridge engineers took an important lesson from the failure of the 19th century to re-imagine suspension bridge designs while
considering aerodynamics. A lot is yet to be explored, and new challenges are always posed by civil engineering dilemmas however bridge
historians made one point clear that while learning from the past, we must not replace the historical perspective with visual preference (in-
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fatuation with aesthetically pleasing designs) that is completely unrelated to structural mechanics and engineering.

Aryan Mahipal

THE BLACKBOX
Have you ever wondered what happens after a plane crash? And in addition to the
potentially fatal crash, how can investigators break up an investigation to find the
cause of the plane crash? One of the first aspects investigated is the cause of the
accident and it only when investigators investigate with the help of a black box
do answers emerge. The black box is where lie the possible causes of the mishap
and these answers emerge only after great study of the data that is stored therein.

the so-called international orange colour used by aerospace firms and engineers
to help differentiate between objects. In other words, they are stand out amidst
the scene of the crash and thus and easy to find visually. Meanwhile, the term
“black box” is what many people call aviation professionals who prefer to call
electronic flight records. The task of recording aircraft data is to keep a detailed
track of flight details such as stops, altitudes,
speeds, and cockpit conversations.
While most black boxes use magnetic
tape, most planes are focused on the use
of solid-state memory. The difference
between this is that the first one works on
tape recorder lines while the latter is now
considered more reliable and uses a

The idea of making an aeroplane data storage device was born in Australia in the
1950s by Dr David Warren. When Dr Warren was six years old, his father was killed in
a plane crash while travelling from Tasmania to Melbourne across the Bass Strait.
The incident prompted him to set up an airline that could record the details of
flights and negotiations to assist investigators following the accident. His invention
was called the
“ARL
Flight
Memory Unit,”
and
while
not receiving
m u c h
attention,
it
began
construction
in the US and
the UK several
years
later.
Australia
became the
first country
collection of memory computers and
to make the
has no moving parts. This means that
technology
a black box is less likely to be injured
compulsor y
in an accident. The data collected
until the United
by the aircraft sensor goes to the
States entered
aircraft data recovery unit located at
in the race in
the front of the aircraft and sends the
1967, making
information in the black boxes. Black
it compulsory
boxes powered by two generators
for all airlines.
take their power from the aircraft engine. Several microphones attached these
can track flight crew conversations. They also pick up any sound associated
The term “black box” was first used by the British during World War II and referred to with the area, including bangs, knocks or thuds. Up to four microphones in the
the secret construction of naval aircraft in British aircraft. These secret machines cockpit of the plane and the sound taken by them is sent to the CVR(cockpit video
were put in black boxes that did not show. Today, black plane boxes are painted in recorder) and stored. Magnetic CVRs can store the last 30 minutes of sound and
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continue to rotate every 30 minutes. Strong state records also record over past
sounds. Information from these can be very helpful in the event of a plane crash
as it provides noise just before the accident. The flight data recorder is designed
to record performance data from the flight system, and sensors are plugged into
various parts of the aircraft in the flight data acquisition unit, also connected to FDR.
When the button
is turned on or
off, the function
is recorded by
FDR.
Strong
state
records
can track various
parameters; these
include
time,
pressure,
wind
speed, magnetic
field, directional
pipeline,
petrol
flow and horizontal
pressure. They can
store data for up to
25 hours and each
parameter
can
provide clues as
to what may have
been the cause of
the accident.
Usually, the internal parts and the record chassis are fastened. The CSMU is built
to withstand extreme heat and tons of pressure and violent crashes, using three
layers of building materials. The first is a house made of aluminium, the second
is a high-temperature installation and the third is a stainless steel shell. When
investigators find the black box it is taken to a laboratory and the data from it can
be downloaded and the final events of the aircraft recreated to get a conception
of what caused the accident.
The black box is a very valuable instrument in determining what went wrong and
what caused the accident. It often yields pieces of evidence that would otherwise
be beyond the bounds of possibility to be discovered. Black boxes will continue
to play a crucial role in investigations of accidents.

-Raman Ghotra

“Science cannot solve the ultimate

mystery of nature. And that is
because, in the last analysis, we
ourselves are a part of the mystery
that we are trying to solve.

"

Max Planck
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